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Abstract— Autonomous robots are agents with physical bodies that share our environment. In this work, we test the
hypothesis that physical embodiment has a measurable effect on
performance and perception of social interactions. Support of
this hypothesis would suggest fundamental differences between
virtual agents and robots from a social standpoint and have significant implications for human-robot interaction. We measure
task performance and perception of a robot’s social abilities in
a structured but open-ended task based on the Towers of Hanoi
puzzle. Our experiment compares aspects of embodiment by
evaluating: (1) the difference between a physical robot and
a simulated one; (2) the effect of physical presence through
a co-located robot versus a remote tele-present robot. We
present data from a pilot study with 12 subjects showing
interesting differences in perception of remote physical robot’s
and simulated agent’s attention to the task, and task enjoyment.
Index Terms— Human-robot interaction, embodiment

I. I NTRODUCTION
A growing human-robot interaction (HRI) community is
focusing on the social aspects of autonomous robots. This
research is critical if robots are to become part of people’s
everyday lives. Research in HRI is challenging because, in
addition to engineering and technological hurdles, the many
factors that interact to form a rich social experience must
be teased apart for proper study. One factor with possible
implications for social interaction is that a robot has a
physical body. A robot’s experience of the physical world
and social situation, its perception, computing, and actions
are thus all attributable to a tangible artifact. Moreover,
such attribution (be it implicit, explicit or both) may have
an important role in natural social interaction. This paper
addresses the question: “yes a robot’s physical embodiment
have a measurable affect on its social interactions?”
A greater understanding of the social implications of
embodiment will inform design of social robots. In robot
systems designed with social interaction as their primary
goal (e.g., entertainment robots [1] and socially assistive
robots [4]) this study addresses the question of how robots
differ, and could complement, alternative technologies like

virtual sociable agents [14], or smart spaces [7]. A broad
understanding of embodiment is necessary to provide a solid
footing for HRI and to contextualize its relationship with
other human-factors issues.
HRI seeks constructive constraints that can serve as
guidelines to assist in making design decisions. A roboticist
constructing a system for use around humans currently has
few established design principles. Yet, such principles are
particularly critical because of to the number of factors
that can influence an HRI system. Insight into the nature
of human social interaction, particularly evidence showing
fundamental differences between embodied and disembodied
communication, would be valuable.
This paper presents pilot data from an empirical study
of the role of physical embodiment in a task involving a
social robot. In particular, we attempt to distinguish between
the effect of physical presence and virtual versus material
embodiment. Trials with human participants permit comparison of task performance and perceived social awareness
(by the robot) in three conditions: (1) a co-located physical
robot, (2) a remotely located (tele-present) robot, and (3)
a simulated robot. In each case, the robot engages the
participants through a simple Towers of Hanoi puzzle. The
robot supervises the task, including explaining the puzzle,
setting intermediate goals, directing the person’s behavior,
and enforcing the rules of the game.
Our results support the belief that physical embodiment is
an important factor in social tasks and that it has an effect
on the perception of robot’s social situatedness. In particular,
presence of a physical robot is most enjoyable and believed
to be more watchful than either a virtual agent, or even a
physical one separated via a video conferencing setup.
II. R ELATED WORK
The role of embodiment within social robot interactions
has not yet been the subject of direct investigation. A number
of reasons exist for this, but perhaps most significant is that
the relationship between embodiment and situatedness has

not been explicitly articulated within a social context. For
example, Fong et al. [5] define social situatedness for robots
in a manner that could apply to virtual agents. Situatedness
(social or otherwise) has been thought of as applicable to
virtual agents within a broader AI view [11]. On the otherhand, Pfeifer and Scheier [13] argued that: “Intelligence
cannot merely exist in the form of an abstract algorithm but
requires a physical instantiation, a body.” Several authors
view the a virtual avatar as adequate embodiment, while
others have asserted that a robot may not be adequately
embodied; see Ziemke [17] for this debate. We use the
term physically embodied to refer exclusively to a robot’s
body, and this study seeks to understand the key impact
such embodiment and physical presence have on social
interactions.
Frequently, an HRI component is added to an existing
system. Furthermore, novelty alone is usually sufficient to
justify robots for entertainment purposes, at least initially.
More serious and sustained needs (e.g., rehabilitation, elder
care. nursing, educating) require a better understanding of
the factors involved. Kiesler and Goetz [9] examined the
nature of robot personality (terse versus jovial) as one such
factor. They evaluated aspects of robot form, like height
comparable to a person versus a pet, and discussed human
mental models of the robot. Their findings were that, while
the appearances were different, the dialog directed toward
the robot was the same in each case.
The closest existing work to the present study was carried
out by Kidd and Breazeal [8] in which three characters: a
human, a robot, and an animated character, each verbally
instructed participants in a block stacking exercise. Unlike
that work, however, our experiments consider scenarios in
which the robot is not obscured (only the character’s eyes
were visible in Kidd and Breazeal [8]). Our work considers
a very similar task, but, as famously shown by Zhang and
Norman [16], small changes to the Towers of Hanoi task,
even isomorphic variations — i.e., changes preserving task
structure — can have a marked effect on task performance.
Woods et al. [15] also studied perception differences between
live and video recorded robot performances. They proposed
using video during system development as a complementary
research tool, but this becomes less straightforward when
considering experiments, like those presented in this paper,
in which the robot’s behavior depends on the human subject’s responses.
Finally, those in a position to investigate aspects of
embodiment may have vested interests. Roboticists might
favor a study with an outcome that demonstrates the significant positive effects of physical embodiment. (This paper’s authors are robotics researchers, but are aware and
vigilant against any predisposition.) While we qualify the
term embodiment within this paper with “physical”, many
roboticists may feel that embodiment refers only to physical

Fig. 1. The classic Towers of Hanoi puzzle with three rings (slightly
exploded for clarity) and three pegs as used in the experiments. In our setup each of the three rings has a different color and mass. Three weight
sensors under each peg and a single camera allow the robot to estimate the
state of the puzzle.

bodies and that rendering a graphical body for a virtual
agent is not equivalent. Our view is teleological: if physical
embodiment has unique properties, e.g., producing patient
compliance through mutual empathy, then those aspects
should be exploited.
III. F ORMAL

HYPOTHESES

Robots offer uniquely controllable experimental conditions which allow social characteristics that have, until now,
not been accessible for controlled study. Social robots also
raise new questions. We believe this to be the case in
dealing with embodiment. To tease apart the difference
between realism and physical situatedness, we formulated
the following hypotheses:
H1.A A co-located physical robot will result in a perception of higher social awareness than a remote
physical robot.
H1.B A co-located physical robot will elicit longer interactions than a remote physical robot in an openended interaction domain.
H2.A A co-located physical robot will result in a perception of higher social awareness than a simulated
(virtual) robot.
H2.B A co-located physical robot will elicit longer interactions than a simulated (virtual) robot in an openended interaction domain.
H3.A A remote physical robot will result in a perception of higher social awareness than a simulated
(virtual) robot.
H3.B A remote physical robot will elicit longer interactions than a simulated (virtual) robot.
The term “co-location” refers to the robot being physically
located in the same place as a human interacting with it. By
“remote physical robot” we mean to a physical robot in a
different physical location but which has sensing relayed to it
(over a wireless network) and its actions relayed back to the
human through a video conferencing system. The simulated
robot replaces the physical robot altogether, rendering the

Fig. 2. The three experimental conditions: (a) the participant interacts directly with a physical robot; (b) the participant interacts with a physical robot
over a real-time video-conferencing link; (c) the participant interacts with a simulated robot.

robot to a computer monitor and playing the audio feedback
directly for the human.
IV. M ETHOD
Three cases we considered: interaction with a physical
robot, interaction with a remote physical robot (through
tele-conferencing), and interaction with a virtual (simulated)
robot. We measured the user’s task-oriented performance
relative to the physical presence of the robot. In order to test
task-oriented performance, we believe that some minimal
task complexity is necessary for the difference between
embodiment conditions to be measurable. We thus used a
task that, while simple, provides a shared context for the
robot and human participant. The task is also relevant to our
broader assistive robotics agenda since the physical effort
required to move the rings between pegs is useful in a
post-stroke rehabilitation setting. The experiments employ
a simple robot, as prior experience (see Eriksson et al. [3])
has shown that even simple robots can be engaging.
A. Towers of Hanoi Problem Domain
We designed a task around the classical Towers of Hanoi
puzzle [16, pp. 92], in which different sized rings are individually moved from one peg to another (see Figure 1).
The three pegs form the focus of the interaction: the robot
(remote and co-present as well as the simulated versions)
introduces the game and the rules that apply to it. The robot

(details in Section IV-C) provides the user with a particular
stacking goal; for example, “Move the rings to the middle
peg.” The robot can perceive the puzzle state allowing for
supervision of the ring movement; feedback is provided
based on an estimate of task progress.
Since three rings provide relatively few states, some users
are expected to explore the limits of the robot by breaking
the rules of the game, or doing nothing to see how the robot
will react. The system is sufficiently robust to catch errors
and will explain how to put the puzzle back into the last
legal state.
B. Experimental Design
The pegs, rings, and robot (when applicable) are placed
on tables with height of approximately 1.2m. The human
participant faces the robot (placed on an adjoining table)
with only the three pegs between them. Figure 2 shows these
three experimental conditions diagrammatically. The same
set of rings are used in all conditions;this consistency is
important since variations, even up to an isomorphism, can
affect the performance at the puzzle [16].
(a) This is the co-located physical robot condition, as a
typical model of human-robot interaction. The robot
is placed on the table in front of the user.
(b) This is the remote physical robot case, in which the
audio-video tele-conferencing system provides real-

time playback of the robot, despite being situated in a
different room.
(c) This is the virtual robot case. The same screen and
audio setup as (b) is used, but without a physical robot;
instead output from a simulated robot is used.
Each participant performs the three conditions in a randomly assigned order. A questionnaire is filled out after each
condition and the questions are presented before running the
condition. Questions asked after each condition are identical
and are given in the Appendix. After completion of all three
conditions, the participants answer a final questionnaire with
comparative rankings, again listed in the Appendix.
The robot provides feedback to the participant through
physical movement: the robot moves toward and away
from the user, a Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) camera nods when
appropriate, as per previous studies with head gestures [12].
Audio feedback is a pre-recorded female voice, played back
by generating segments of sentence-length. In conditions (b)
and (c), the audio is played through speakers beside the
monitor. In condition (a), the speakers are on the physical
robot.
Before each condition, the subject is instructed to follow
the robot’s instructions for the Tower of Hanoi task, and
to press a button when desiring to stop. We recorded the
amount of time (in seconds) between start of the task and the
indication to stop the task. We assume that this corresponds
to how long the robot can encourage the subject to remain
on the task.
C. Implementation details
Player [6] provides an abstraction layer for programming
the robot we used. The robot is a Pioneer 2DX from
ActivMedia with a Sony Pan-Tilt-Zoom camera that is used
for the ACTS blob-finder (and simulating head-gestures) as
well as speakers for audio output (see Figure 3). As an
abstraction layer, the software allowed the same code to
be executed in all conditions, helping to ensure comparable
autonomous behavior in each condition. The simulated robot
is rendered using Gazebo [10] (see Figure 4). This simulator
contains an approximate physical model of the Pioneer and
the PTZ camera used in the physically embodied parts of
the experiment. The simulation is also controlled through
player using the same control code as for the physical robot
situations. The result is a simulation that behaves as exactly
as can be approximated to a real-world robot.
The pegs used for the Tower of Hanoi task are equipped
with weight sensors. Though not sensitive enough to determine exactly which weights are on the pegs, the sensors are
able to detect when a ring has been removed from a peg
or placed on a peg. The rings used for the Tower of Hanoi
task are covered in brightly-colored paper. When the weight
senors have detected a change in state for the pegs, the
ACTS color blob tracker is used to determine which rings are

Fig. 3. The ActivMedia Pioneer 2 DX robot used in the experiments, as
seen in the remote robot setting. The motions of the PTZ camera provide
feedback that supplements the audio.

Fig. 4.

The standard Gazebo simulation of the above robot.

placed on which pegs. The result is an accurate observation
of the state by the camera-blobfinder combination. Player
software allowed virtual sensing to be done transparently
for conditions (b) and (c) through the use of a driver called
passthrough that relays sensor readings across the network.
V. R ESULTS
We tested a series of human participants as described
above (n = 11). The gender spread was 9M-2F. Most
subjects were experienced with computers and some were
experienced with robots. While the sample size is fairly
small and more uniform than we would like, it was adequate
to evaluate the experimental design and determine areas for
improvement.
We examined the survey results in order to determine
if the embodiment of the moderator has any effect on the
subject’s reported perception of it as a guide for the task. For
the analysis, we used a pairwise t-test on the comparative
rankings used in Form 2 (see Figure 7).
Comparison (n = 11)
Co-located more watchful than remote-located
Co-located more watchful than simulation
Co-located more enjoyable than remote-located
Co-located more enjoyable than simulation
Fig. 5.

Significance for survey data

Significance
p < 0.001
p < 0.001
p = 0.012
p < 0.001

While most of the survey data were discarded as not
relating to the hypotheses, we were able to use the post-hoc
questions: “(The moderator) I enjoyed the most ” and “(The
moderator that) Watched me the most closely” to address
hypotheses H1.A, H2.A, and H3.A. As shown in Figure V,
the co-located physical robot was seen as both more watchful
and more enjoyable than either the simulation of a robot or
the remote robot.
We also collected data on how much time a user spent on
the task for each moderator. The difference between the time
spent on each moderator did not vary significantly. Thus no
conclusions regarding H1.B, H2.B and H3.B could be drawn.
Since none of the recorded times for the participants
indicate a significant difference of result, we conclude that
the embodiment of the moderator does not affect the time
spent on the task we tested.
VI. D ISCUSSION
Mean time spent on each of the conditions did decrease,
as might be expected due to novelty for the first trial and
a satiation effect thereafter. The open-endedness of the task
contributed to a particularly wide variance in task times:
several participants’ minimum time (across conditions) exceeded other participants’ maximum times. Time spent with
the puzzle is not an ideal measurement of social interaction.
A more structured task would make measurement of time
spent on task more meaningful, as task performance is
particularly critical for domains in which social cues must be
used to steer interactions toward particular outcomes (e.g., in
socially assistive robots [4]). This highlights the observations
of Kiesler and Goetz [9] showing that a less friendly (or as
we interpret in our results, fun) robot may result in lower
task performance.
The effect of novelty is difficult to avoid. If three different
tasks with different scenarios for interaction are used for
each condition, then the door is opened to questions about
task comparability. An alternative is to perform a suitable
number of pre-experiment tasks and wait for the novelty to
wear off. The idea of capturing only rote actions seems to
measure a factor of HRI that may show the least difference
between the three conditions. Our future work will try to
obtain statistical significance for task-related measures by
considering only participant’s first trials. This will require a
large number of participants.
Our experience with the experimental implementation has
suggested several additions and improvements. We believe
that the task interaction can be improved by grounding
interactions more directly with the puzzle. For example, the
PTZ camera gestures should make better reference to the
state rings on each peg. Greater turn-taking and interleaved
interactions would make the interactions more natural for
all three conditions. As per the previous discussion, a better
metric for task performance would quantify intermediate

steps (looking at the state of the rings) within the puzzle
state.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Out results suggest that our current experimental setup
is inadequate for fully addressing questions that deal with
embodiment for the purposes of the task, not for social
interaction itself. We have suggested some improvements
for such direction of inquiry to be tackled.
Our initial data suggest that physically embodied interactions are favored over virtual ones and remote teleconference ones. Dautenhahn et al. [2] discussed the nature
of embodiment, but left the question of “embodiment without a physical ontology” as future work, thus leaving open
the question of what makes “material embodiment” special.
We conclude from our results that physical or “material”
embodiment in a task-oriented setting can make a difference
in perception of a social agent’s capabilities and the user’s
enjoyment of a task.
VIII. F UTURE W ORK
We will continue to explore the nature of embodiment as it
relates to HRI. As part of an ongoing research program into
socially assistive robotics, we intend to compare a physical
robot to a non-embodied agent for the purposes of education
in a special education classroom and physical therapy for
patients post-stroke.
The focus of this future work will be to examine the
factors that inform a proper design for a robot system for
socially assistive applications. We plan to focus on the taskoriented nature of the system to gain insight into proper
embodiment and interaction design.
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A PPENDIX
We include the two questionnaires filled out by the experiment participants. Figure 6 shows the questions answered
after each condition. Figure 7 has the final questions, completed after the third condition.
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Form 1: Completed after each case.
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Fig. 7. Form 2: Comparative rankings of the three conditions completed
at the end of the experiment.

